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Group Travel Insurance!
Attention all trip participants!
Travel Protectors is offering us, as they do every year, a group travel insurance plan for our trip
this season.
But group travel insurance prices are increasing by 20% on July 1, 2019! If you would like to
guarantee the old group travel insurance prices, which are listed below, contact
myra@travelprotectors.com before July 1, 2019!
Your price choices before July 1st, 2019 are:
The Basic Plan without Trip Cancellation and without Trip Interruption!
$21 per person for the entire trip. What is included:
✓ Primary medical coverage - $50K per person.
✓ Medical evacuation and repatriation - $250K per person.
✓ Trip Delay – For lodging and meals if you are delayed more than six hours due to inclement weather. Up to max $750
($150/day) per person.
✓ Missed Connection – if your first flight is delayed more than three hours and you miss your connecting flight. (You
can buy a new airline ticket to reach your final destination. Maximum $500 per person).
✓ Baggage delay $400 per person – must be more than 24 hours before you can use this benefit.
✓ Limited Trip Interruption – Limited up to $500 per person towards airfare for return flight only. (You will not be
reimbursed for any loss of your trip cost, a higher airfare collection over $500 per person or for additional lodging
and meals if you have to remain behind due to an accident or illness).

Benefits that are not included are:
“Standard” Trip Cancellation and Trip Interruption
What does “Standard” trip cancellation and trip interruption mean?
If you have to suddenly and unexpectedly cancel your trip before your departure from home or interrupt you
trip during your travel, you should consider trip cancellation and trip interruption insurance. Your trip cost will
be 100% refunded if you cancel or interrupt your trip for any of these standard reasons:
1. You and/or your traveling companion are sick, injured of passes away before the departure or during the
trip.
2. If an immediate family member is suddenly sick, injured or passes away.
3. If your traveling companion is ill, injured or passes away and you would like to continue on the trip but the
tour operator/travel vendor/cruise line charges a single supplement. You will be reimbursed for the single
supplement!
4. If you are injured or ill while traveling and have to extend your stay, unexpectedly, the travel insurance
reimburses you for your extended meals, lodging and transportation.
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5. If you are already working and asked to cancel your trip due to work reasons, you can file a claim and be
reimbursed provided the vacation time had already been approved.
6. If inclement weather makes your home uninhabitable or your destination unreachable, you can also cancel
and get full a refund!

How much does it cost to add “Standard” Trip Cancellation and Trip Interruption?
If the trip cost is between $2001 and $2500 per person, the premium is $145 per person.
If the trip cost is between $2501 and $3000 per person, the premium is $172 per person.
If the trip cost is between $3001 and $3500 per person, the premium is $194 per person.
If the trip cost is between $3501 and $4000 per person, the premium is $242 per person.
If the trip cost is between $4001 and $4500 per person, the premium is $276 per person.

Then there is Cancel for Any Reason Insurance!
For those interested in more information on Cancel for Any Reason Travel Insurance, which
allows you to cancel for all of the standard reasons listed above but also allows you to cancel
for any other reasons, outside the standard ones, contact Myra@travelprotectors.com or
call her at 1-703-443-9055 as soon as you put down your first trip payment! (Cancel for

any Reason benefit must be purchased within 14 days of your first trip
payment otherwise it will not be available to you!).
Bonus! The policy includes a waiver for pre-existing medical conditions, at no additional cost
to you! But you have to purchase the insurance policy before you pay your final trip payment
and you are able to travel at the time you purchase the insurance! (You can’t be sick or
injured or getting treatment for any illness or injury when you buy your insurance).

If you would like more information, contact
myra@travelprotectors.com or call her 1-703-443-9055
today!
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